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Connecting Healthcare with 
Innovative Solutions and 
Satisfaction™ since 1980

At PDi, we know the importance of the patient and senior resident 

experience. The PDi medTV solutions offer a modern, hassle-free 

system that patients love. 

With PDi, you get more than just great TV. As the most trusted leader 

in manufacturing personal patient televisions since 1980, design/

supply of large-screen smart hospital TVs, and a major supplier to 

leading Interactive Patient Software and telehealth companies, PDi 

televisions provide millions of hours of entertainment, education, 

and connectivity to hundreds of thousands of patients and senior 

living residents every day. Trust PDi, the largest TV maker in the USA, 

with displays from 14” touch screens to 55” large-screen HDTVs, all 

built for stringent healthcare safety and disinfection requirements. 

Focused only on healthcare, we are your partner for future-proof 

hardware and custom solutions. With PDi ProServices, we bring the 

installation & technical support you need to answer your questions. 

We are with you every step of the way. You can rely on us to help 

with everything from understanding what your facility needs for new 

construction, renovations or replacement TVs, through after-sale 

service and support.

We believe the key to doing this is a great product designed, built 

and serviced by great people. Our employees have made the 

difference in setting us apart over the past 40 years. We have a 

dedicated team of engineers, service technicians and production 

experts who are focused on doing what is right. When you call, we 

answer the phone. Call today and allow us to help you too!

Learn more about our Commitment to You  

  mymedTV.com

US Leading 

Manufacturer 

of Complete 

Healthcare TVs

1 Million TVs Sold

Our mission is to help patients, their families and 

healthcare and wellness providers cope with the 

anxiety and boredom of treatment & improve the 

experience with entertainment and information. 
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